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Two issues

1. Damages and market power in investment treaty arbitration
2. Implementing the concept of market value in investment treaty arbitration
1. Damages and market power

Scenario:
1. A business has a high market share – it can exercise market power, boosting its profits by withholding volumes and lifting prices.
2. This situation is likely to persist due to the structure of the industry.
3. The host state has the right to regulate the business so that it makes an adequate return on capital in the long run, but no more.
4. However, historically regulation has been loose, and the expropriated business has made (very) high profits.
5. Third party and investor expectations were that this would continue.
6. The host state has expropriated the business.

2. Damages and market power continued – the award of a licence

Scenario (continuing from above):
6. The government, after the date of expropriation, will award licences for extended time periods/new services.
7. The government is likely to award the licence on the basis of some kind of auction/beauty parade – as is increasingly typical.
8. The expropriated business is well-placed to win such a licence.
9. Expectations were that the business would win a licence.
10. The government would maximise its immediate objectives by making such an award (licence fee paid, quality of service or other dimensions).
2. Market value – a typical transaction

Minimum the investor would (really) accept

Maximum the hypothetical buyer will pay

Mutually acceptable prices lie in this zone
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2. What if the owner wouldn’t have wanted to sell at any price it was likely to be offered?

Minimum the investor will accept

Maximum the highest-paying hypothetical buyer will pay
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2. Market value – another typical transaction

- Minimum the investor will (really) accept
- Maximum Hypothetical Buyer 1 will pay
- Maximum Hypothetical Buyer 2 will pay
- Zone of possible agreement
- Likely range of outcomes
- Investor can play Buyer 1 and Buyer 2 off to get a price in this range

2. What if one buyer has a much higher valuation of the investment than others?

- Minimum the investor will accept
- Maximum Hypothetical Buyer 1 will pay
- Maximum Hypothetical Buyer 2 will pay
- Zone of possible agreement
- Likely range of outcomes
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